ABSTRACT In complex electromagnetic environments, electromagnetic signal classification rates are low as long time have to be the cost to extract features. To cope with the issue, in this paper, an electromagnetic signal classification method is proposed based on deep sparse capsule networks. In the proposed method, received signals are frequency reduced and sampled processing first. Subsequently, a cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical transformation, a cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical domain, and higherorder spectrum are estimated, respectively. The maximum value of each section of the cross ambiguity function is combined with the maximum value of equally spaced cross sections of higher order amplitude spectrum to obtain the two-dimensional feature information. Finally, electromagnetic signals are classified by the deep sparse capsule networks. The simulation results show that the proposed method not only has good classification performance but also can automatically get a hierarchical feature representation by learning. Moreover, the corresponding time cost can be effectively reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic signals are fundamental and widely used in wireless communications and radar [1] - [5] . To obtain desired signals, electromagnetic signal classification technologies are critical, which are utilized to identify the type of signals and modulation information. However, it is very difficult to carry out effective electromagnetic signal classifications in a complicated electromagnetic environment, since the modulation mode of signals is various and dynamic with frequently changed parameters. With the development of artificial intelligence, correlative algorithms have been applied in electromagnetic signal classifications [6] - [8] . Artificial intelligence enabled signal classifications have been proven to be capable of solving the problems of traditional electromagnetic
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In radar signal classifications, the authors in [10] proposed a radar signal classification method based on the ambiguity function. Unfortunately, this method ignored the fuzziness of available information and the possible existence of statistical information. The authors in [11] studied the fractal dimension estimation of transient signal, the signal energy trajectory characteristics, and the inherent forefront of the shape of the pulse as signal classification characteristics, respectively. However, the proposed method cannot adapt to complicated environments and require long processing time. A SIFT position and scale features based radar signal classification method is proposed in [12] , but the adaptability of this method is not strong enough. A signal classification based on the three-way incremental learning algorithm is introduced in [13] , this problem cannot address the problems in terms of calculation cost and sensitivity to data input sequence. The authors in [14] proposed a electromagnetic signal recognition method based on histogram. Although this method have the advantages of simple structure and fast convergence speed in the training process, the recognition rate is low in complex environments.
In communication signal classifications, the recognition methods can be roughly divided into two categories: likelihood based method and feature based method. In [15] , the projected contour map of cyclic spectral frequency domain is used as identify features, and a signal sparse decomposition algorithm is used to eliminate the influence of non-gaussian noise on the recognition features. The sparsity of spectral features, high-order statistical features, and compression sensing algorithm are adopted in [16] to realize the modulation recognition. However, this method requires the phase and frequency deviation of the signal to be zero. The authors in [17] proposed a method based on the statistical histogram of signal envelope and SVM. Nevertheless, this method can only be identified according to the amplitude difference of baseband signals, which is difficult to distinguish different constant envelope modulation, such as QPSK and 8-PSK. In [18] , a method based on signal continuous wavelet transform and multi-layer perceptron is proposed. Unfortunately, this method is not capable of handling QPSK signals. In [19] , extracted signal constellation, geometric center of constellation and signal high-order cumulants are used as the features, and sparse self-encoder is employed as classifier. However, this method needs to rely on preprocessing heavily, causing severe overhead.
In recent years, deep learning has attracted tremendous attentions, which is an effective tool used in data analysis and feature extractions [20] . Deep learning can be applied in various fields in practice and show its unique technical advantages in many fields such as speech recognition [21] , image recognition [22] - [23] and natural language processing [24] . Moreover, deep learning has been utilized in electromagnetic signal recognitions. In [25] , a bispectrum estimation of electromagnetic signals and sparse since of the encoder are used to identify the signals. However, the proposed method cannot guarantee the global optimality of the model. In [26] , the wavelet fuzzy neural network is adopted to solve the difficult problem of electromagnetic signal recognitions caused by some types of noise. Unfortunately, the shortcoming of this method has obvious drawbacks, including slow convergence speed and easy to fall into local extreme value. The authors in [27] employ the convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify the pulse modulated electromagnetic signal and extract the deep features of the image automatically. Due to a large amount of pretraining required, the convolutional neural network would lose a large amount of detailed information in the pooling layer. The authors in [28] propose a method based on the depth limit Boltzmann machine, but the number of neurons and the number of hidden layers upon layer set need further analysis. In [29] , features are extracted from the received data of Choi-Williams time-frequency distribution (CWD) images and the classifier was Elman neural network (ENN). However, this network model will increase the structural complexity of the network model, and the recognition accuracy is acquired at the cost of time.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, this paper proposes a electromagnetic signal classification method based on deep sparse capsule networks. The main innovative contributions of the proposed method are listed as follows
• The cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical transformation, the cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical domain and cross sections of higher order amplitude spectrum are derived. The maximum section of the cross ambiguity function is chosen as the input feature, which is able to overcome the uncertainty of characteristic parameters in the data range in the complex electromagnetic wave environments and improves the classification credibility.
• An unsupervised capsule network is proposed without manual label creation through the sparse filtering.
• The deep sparse capsule network (DSCN) based on deep learning is applied to automatic classify the electromagnetic signals. Compared with the neural network (NN) and support vector machine (SVM), DSCN can automatically learn and extract the features. DSCN not only can solve the difficulty of the features artificial extraction problem, but also significantly improve the accuracy of electromagnetic signal under the condition of low signal to noise ratio (SNR). In addition, DSCN could solve the problem of losing a lot of detail information in the pooling layer, and reduce a huge number of pretraining required sample set. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The electromagnetic signals model is presented in Section II. The intelligent representation of electromagnetic signals is expressed in Section III. The capsule networks and deep sparse capsule networks are introduced in Section IV. Section V shows the numerical examples to verify the classification performance. Finally in Section VI we conclude the main results of this paper.
II. MODEL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNALS
The received electromagnetic signals s(k) can be expressed as
where w(k), σ , N and x(k) are the gaussian white noise, the noise level, the length of the signal, and the transmitted electromagnetic signal, respectively. CW signal can be expressed as
where A and f c represents the amplitude and the carrier frequency, respectively. φ denotes the initial phase and T stands for the pulse width. Besides, rect( t T ) denotes the rectangular signal, which can be expressed as
LFM signal can be expressed as
where A, f c and ϕ represent the amplitude, the carrier frequency and the initial phase, respectively. T is the pulse width. Let the starting frequency of the LFM signal be f 1 .
In addition, the termination frequency, signal bandwidth and the slope of frequency modulation are f 2 , B = |f 2 − f 1 | and K = B/T , respectively. FSK signal can be expressed as
where Arect( t T ) denotes the envelope of the signal. f k , T and φ 0 represent the frequency coding modulation function, the pulse width of the signal and the initial phase, respectively.
BPSK signal can be expressed as
where A and f c stand for the envelope amplitude of the signal and the carrier frequency, respectively. ϕ(t) is phase modulation function and
QPSK signal can be expressed as
where A is the envelope amplitude of the signal and f c is the carrier frequency. ϕ(t) denotes phase modulation function and
coded.
NLFM signal can be expressed as
where Arect( t T ) is the envelope of the signal. Besides, ϕ(t) is the phase function of a non-linear LFM signal and
LFM-BPSK composite modulation signal can be expressed as:
where Arect( t T ) is the signal envelope, T is the pulse width. Let the starting frequency of LFM signal be f 1 , and the termination frequency f 2 , then the signal bandwidth B = |f 2 − f 1 |, the slope of frequency modulation is K = B/T , f c is the carrier frequency, ϕ(t) is the phase modulation function and
FSK-BPSK composite modulation signal can be expressed as
where, Arect( t T ) is the signal envelope, T is the pulse width, f k is the frequency coding modulation function, ϕ(t) is the phase modulation function and
III. INTELLIGENT REPRESENTATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNALS A. THE SECTION OF CROSS AMBIGUITY FUNCTION BASED ON LINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION
The cross ambiguity function of the signal f(t) can be defined as:
. Let the parameter matrix be
and ad − bc = 1. the linear canonical transformation of the function with respect to the parameter matrix A is defined as
where
). When b = 0, the linear canonical transform will degenerate into a scaling of the signal, and then is multiplied by a LFM signal. Accordingly, the following discussion assumes that b = 0.
The cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical transformations under the frequency shift v and time shift τ of electromagnetic signals is determined by:
where A F A (τ, v) represents the cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical transformations under signal f (t). R represents all real Numbers, v represents frequency shift, τ represents delay, F A f 1 (u) represents linear regular transformation of signal f 1 (t), and F A f 2 * (u) represents conjugate of linear canonical transformation of time-delay signal f 2 (t).
Since the cross ambiguity function graph is a threedimensional characteristic graph and not easy to recognize, the X-axis is selected as the equally spaced section parallel to YOZ plane and m sections are obtained. The maximum of m sections is taken as the feature vector. Moreover, the new feature vector R X A can be obtained by:
where (B A YOZ ) m is the cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical transformation. x-axis is the Mth equally spaced section parallel to YOZ plane. The features of different electromagnetic signals is shown in Fig. 1. From Fig.1 , it can be seen that there are certain differences in the cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical transformation for different modulated style signals. 
B. THE SECTION OF CROSS AMBIGUITY FUNCTION BASED ON LINEAR CANONICAL DOMAIN
The cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical domain for the frequency shift v and time shift τ of electromagnetic signal is determined by the following
where AFL f A (τ, u)represents the cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical domain of signal f (t), R represents all real Numbers, u represents frequency shift, τ represents delay, f 1 (t) is the observed signal, f 2 * (t) represents the conjugate of the delay signal,
) is kernel of a linear canonical transformation. In view of the cross ambiguity function graph is a threedimensional characteristic graph and not easy to recognize, the X-axis is selected as the equally spaced section parallel to YOZ plane, and m sections are obtained. The maximum of m sections is taken as the feature vector, and the new feature vector R X AFL is obtained
where (B AFL YOZ ) m is the cross ambiguity function of linear canonical transformation, and x-axis is the Mth equally spaced section parallel to YOZ plane. The features of different electromagnetic signals is shown in Fig. 2. From Fig.2 , it can be seen that there are some differences in the cross ambiguity function graphs based on linear canonical domain for different modulated style signals. 
C. EQUALLY SPACED SECTIONS OF HIGHER ORDER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM
The higher order spectrum of the signal is expressed as follows
where the kth cumulant need to meet the conditions as following
The bispectrum of a one-dimensional deterministic sequence can be defined as follows
where c 3x (k, l) is the third-order cumulant of the real value sequence x(n) and c 3x (k, l) = Ex * (n)x(n + k)x(n + l), and the cumulant of the signal can be given
where j > 2, k = 1, 2, . . . , N . When the order is greater than 2, the cumulant of the signal can be expressed as following
From (26), we can see that the cumulant of gaussian white noise above order 2 is zero. With the properties of higher order cumulants, the second order cumulants, fourth order cumulants and sixth order cumulants are obtained as follows
, c ij is the ith order cumulant of the jth sort.
Based on the higher order cumulants, the higher order spectrum estimation can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: x(N ) can be divided into l segments, the length of each segment M = N /l, where N is the length of x(N ).
Step 2: discrete time Fourier transform (DFT) x (i) (l) is shown as
where x (i) (l) provides the ith element belonging to the l segment.
Step 3: DFT transform coefficients are used to obtain the n-order moment spectrum estimation of each segment as following
From (34), we can obtain
and
Step 4: according to the statistical average value of each estimation, the high-order spectrum of the entire sequence x can be estimated as following
Due to the amplitude spectrum of higher order spectrum is a three-dimensional feature and easy to identify. In this paper, the X-axis is selected as an equally spaced section parallel to the YOZ plane to obtain m sections, and the maximum of m sections is taken as the feature vector to obtain the new feature vector R X is obtained
where (B A YOZ ) m is the mth equally spaced section of the high order amplitude spectrum parallel to the YOZ plane on the X-axis. The features of different electromagnetic signals is shown in Fig. 3. From Fig.3 , it can be seen that there are obvious differences in the equally spaced sections of higher order amplitude spectrum for different modulated style signals. 
IV. DEEP LEARNING NETWORKS A. CAPSULE NETWORKS
Different from the traditional sigmoid or softmax functions using only a single neuron (a scalar) to represent the probability of classifications, this paper utilizes the capsule (vector) length to represent the corresponding category classification probability and the corresponding category in different situations by the orientation of the capsule. The use of the capsule length will bring in stronger power of expression than traditional sigmoid or softmax functions. Capsule networks (CNs) are different from the convolutional neural networks (CNN) [30] , in which the capsule of input and output layer are vector form with dynamic routing algorithm instead of pooling of simple operations. The vector for capsule is still adopted some convolution layers in the network, and the capsule layer is only applied in the last layer. The structure model of capsule network is shown in Fig. 4 . The first layer is a convolution layer with 256x9x9 convolution kernels and the step size of 1. The activation function selects the modified linear element function, and the ReLU function is a linear piecewise function, which can be given by
The purpose of this layer is to reduce the dimension of the input vector and extract the features of the input vector. The input vector is processed by the original convolution layer to obtain the primary capsule layer. The second layer is the primary capsule layer, in which 32 filters with the size of 9x9x256 and 2 steps are used for 8 times convolution operations. After the convolution, the data is reconstructed into two-dimensional data, and each element is a vector of 1x8. The third layer is digital capsule. The capsule layer primary output will be used as input, and the eight-dimensional capsule is transformed into 16-dimensions capsule through the transformation matrix transform. There is a one dimensional vector in each capsule, and each capsule represents a electromagnetic signal characteristics. The capsule for discriminant value of this class can be judged through the capsule between dynamic routing algorithm. Then, determine the input vector to which the output vector, incorporating local characteristics according to the different weights into the overall characteristics. The calculation processes of capsule layer are presented as follows
whereû j|i is high-level feature, u i is low-level feature, W ij is weight matrix, s j is input variable of function squash, c ij is obtained by dynamic routing. Dynamic routing algorithm is an iterative routing algorithm. The procedure of dynamic routing is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
The Procedure of Dynamic Routing 1: Determine the number of routing iterations r; 2: for capsule i in layer l and result capsule j in layer (l + 1): b ij = 0; 3: for t = 0, t < n, t + +; 4: for capsule i in layer l: c ij = softmax(b ij ); 5: for capsule j in layer (l + 1):
||s j || ; 7: for capsule j in layer l and result capsule j in layer (l + 1):
By this way, c ij is constantly updated through the above methods without using the back-propagation algorithm. Note that the dynamic routing algorithm is easy to converge. The algorithm can be converged after three times iterations. However, in the whole network, other convolution parameters and weight matrix in the capsule network still need to be updated according to the loss function, which usually need to be updated by standard back propagation.
B. DEEP SPARSE CAPSULE NETWORKS
Sparse filtering is an unsupervised feature learning algorithm that optimizes feature distributions. Good feature expressions can be obtained by directly optimizing the sparsity of feature mapping of samples, ensuring good intra-sample sparsity, inter-sample sparsity and uniformity of features through joint constraints of L 1 norm and L 2 norm.
Other convolution parameters in the whole network and the weight matrix W ij in the capsule networks are usually updated by standard backpropagation. The deep sparse capsule networks (DSCN) replaces the traditional backpropagation algorithm with sparse filtering to update the weight matrix W ij iteratively, by which the unsupervised capsule network can be realized. The principle of sparse filtering update weights is as follows:
High-level features are acquired from low-level features, which can be expressed aŝ
whereû j|i is high-level feature, u i is low-level featured and W ij is weight matrix. The normalized matrix R and O are obtained after row and column normalization ofû j|i . Then sum the absolute values of all the elements inû j|i . The specific VOLUME 7, 2019 this process is to normalize each feature into an equal activation value, divide each feature by its L 2 norm in all samples, and normalize the feature matrix row can be expressed as
and the column normalization of characteristic matrix is expressed as
where N and M are the eigenvector dimension and the number of signal types, respectively. The matrix normalization makes each feature equal to the activation value and facilitates it fall on the unit sphere surface of the two norm. Based on the aforementioned analysis, the objective function could be given by:
In order to solve (45), the weight partial derivative ∂L ∂W ij in reverse is necessary deduced, which are expressed as: 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the simulation experiment using MATLAB and the eight types of electromagnetic signals including CW, LFM, FSK, BPSK, QPSK, LFM-BPSK, FSK-BPSK, and NLFM are considered. The simulation parameter settings of the eight types of electromagnetic signals as following: the two frequency points of FSK signal are 20MHz and 40MHz, the two frequency points of FSK-BPSK signal are 25MHz and 35MHz, the carrier frequency of the rest signals are 30MHz. The pulse width is 10µs and the sampling frequency is 120MHz. Under the condition that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) range is -5dB to 10dB, the classification performance of the 8 types of electromagnetic signals are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . The correct classification rates based on the CN is shown in Fig. 5 , and the correct classification rates based on the DSCN is shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , we can be seen that the average correct classification rates of the signal of the method based on DSCN is higher than 95%, when SNR is greater than 5dB. Compared with the method based on CN, the classification method based on DSEN has better classification performance and has higher correct classification rates in low SNR regions. Therefore, the proposed method is effective and feasible.
In order to verify the influence of the number of training epochs on classification performance, we conduct the simulation with different the number of training epochs and we observe the performance varying the number of epoch. Fig. 7 , Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the correct classification rates with 83980 VOLUME 7, 2019 SNR = −5dB, SNR = 0dB and SNR = 5dB, respectively. From Fig. 7-Fig. 9 , we can be seen that the classification performance of the signal increases with the increase of the number of epoch, and classification performance will be stable when the number of epoch is 10 in the different SNRs. The experiment used PC with two Intel Core i5 6200M CPUs, and the deep learning network ran efficiently. The training samples of each signal at each SNR of the CN were 5000, a total of 40,000 training samples, and the offline training time is 24025.85 seconds. The test samples of each signal generated at each SNR were 1000, and the online test time is 203.35 seconds. The training samples of each signal under each SNR of DSCN are 5000, and the offline training time is 6811.5 seconds. The test samples of each signal generated with each SNR is 1000, and the online test time is 89.352 seconds. In the method in [32] , 200 test samples are taken for each signal with each SNR, and the test time is 35 seconds. In [33] , 200 test samples of each signal are tested, and the test time is 55.604 seconds. The features in [32] and [33] need to be extracted by manual design, and the extraction and adjustment of these features need a lot of extra time. In addition, CNN and Elman neural networks (ENN) in [32] and [33] both adopt the training mechanism of back propagation, which requires high time complexity and long time.
In the same simulation experiment environment and the same parameters setting, the proposed method is compared with the [32] method based on CNN and the [33] method based on ENN. As can be seen from Fig. 10 , the average classification rate of CW, FSK and LFM of the proposed method is significantly higher than that of the method in [32] when the SNR is lower than 5dB. From Fig. 11 , we can see that compared with the average classification rate of the three signals of the method in [33] , the average classification rate of CW, BPSK and LFM of the proposed method is also improved. The computational complexity of the intelligent representation of signals is as follows: the complexity of cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical transformation and the cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical domain are O(N log N ), the high order spectral feature complexity is O (KN log N ) , where K is the number of data segmentation, the computational complexity of the method in [24] is O(N 2 log 2 N ) and the computational complexity of the method in [33] is O (N 2 log 2 N ) . From the above VOLUME 7, 2019 computational complexity analysis, we can be seen that the computational complexity of proposed method is lower than that of [24] and [25] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a electromagnetic signal classification method based on deep sparse capsule networks. The maximum value of the each section of the cross ambiguity function based on linear canonical transformation and the linear regular domain, and the maximum value of equally spaced cross sections of higher order amplitude spectrum are used as intelligent representation of electromagnetic signals. To further extract features from electromagnetic signals, the deep sparse capsule networks are employed electromagnetic signal classifications. Finally, extensive simulation studies are conducted to show that the proposed method has better classification performance compared to the methods based on capsule networks, convolutional neural networks, and Elman neural networks, respectively.
